2019 WELCOME TO THE PACK
SAMPLE CLASS OFFERINGS

"Sex Drive"
Instructor: Sascha McKeon
Room: ST-200
Have you been teased for being boy/girl crazy in the past? Is it normal to have a new crush every week? How often can a person think about sex
without it being considered weird? We'll discuss these questions through the context of biology. We'll laugh, in this informal spotlight on the
subtle drivers of our physiology and how they can shape human behavior.

“Math for Life”
Instructor: Ann Marie Hardin
Room: E-114
Math can be fun and useful! We all use math every day, and sometimes those skills can even make things easier. Attend this class for an idea of
what an applied math class at BMCC might be like. Learn some math, and have some fun!

“College Cuisine: What exactly IS in that deli corn dog and burger?”
Instructor: Matt Liscom
Room: P-132
Is that 40-cent corn dog really a deal? Is it okay to buy bulk reduced price hamburger and put it in your refrigerator for 10 days? Just how long can
you leave that chicken patty on the dashboard of your car and still eat it? These are just a few actual questions we have received in the Ag
Department. This class will answer these burning questions as well as provide many more survival tips for the typical college student!

“Business Style!”
Instructor: Melinda Platt
Learn some cool tips to make your computer work easier, during this hands-on computer workshop.

Room: M-6

“Day in the life of an RN “
Instructor: Jessica Humphreys
Room: HE-115
Ever wondered what it’s like to be a nurse? Students in this session will learn about the role of the nurse, opportunities within the profession as
well as learn how to take vital signs and work with practice manikins. Open Q&A with nurses here at BMCC will close the session.

